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St. Lucia, West Indies, fender panels installed

TTI-FSS CALLED UPON TO MAKE
SAFE DOCKING A PRIORITY
A premier client, with a terminal in the Caribbean, hired TTI-FSS
to fabricate and install fender panels for a large and complex dock
rehabilitation project. The shop crew did excellent work fabricating
and preassembling intricate structural steel fender panel frames,
18” pipe frames, and 36” pipe catwalk bridges spanning a total of
150’. Our skilled crews assembled, then meticulously disassembled
each section so they could be trucked to the port for barge loading.
In all, the sections amounted to approximately 123,000 pounds.

That’s equivalent to 10 Asian Elephants. The process of fabrication,
preassembly, and disassembly required methodical attention to
detail to ensure that the field installation went smoothly. The
work didn’t stop there! The TTI-FSS Field Crew, comprised of a
foreman, fitters, welders, and crews from Jamaica, Trinidad and the
Caribbean, removed the old structures, and erected the new panel
frames and foam fenders. Just one more example of the TTI-FSS
global team working together for success.

Success for Our Customers, Our Employees & Our Company
12781 US Highway 41 South, Gibsonton, FL 33534 • 813-241-4261• www.tti-fss.com

LETTER FROM THE CEO
We’re 3/4 through 2019 and
once again, I’m dragging
out my Three-Legged
Stool, which by now may
be getting wobbly and
worn. But please humor me
one last time, because it’s
important to the morale,
teamwork and success here
at TTI-FSS.

glean an important bit of knowledge. There are opportunities
to learn something new each day, if only we listen for them.
Learning brings self-improvement and growth. For example, I
just learned from an HSE professional about Odorant Fade! No,
it has nothing to do with personal hygiene. Don’t know what this
means? Look it up and learn about something that can save lives.
Want a hint? It has to do with the scent added to natural gas as a
safety precaution.
These three-legged stool examples are about core values,
teams, and self-improvement. Together, they add up to success.
I see examples of employees learning, listening, and showing
respect across our company; in Colombia, Panama, St Croix,
the Bahamas, St Eustatius, South America and in our corporate
Office and Shops in Tampa. Let’s keep up the effort to improve
on the values that make our team strong and steady as we
strive for continuous improvement and excellence in all of
our endeavors.

Previously, we have focused
on: The Essentials — Safety,
Quality and Production;
and The Power Team —
Employees, Clients and Teams. This time, I want to put the
Three-Legged Stool together with the TTI-FSS values: Respect,
Listening and Learning.
Leg 1 – Respect: Everyone we work with deserves respect,
our fellow employees, our partners and of course our clients. No
matter the circumstances, even if you have to take 10 (seconds,
minutes or hours) to settle down from a potentially heated
situation, respect must be afforded to every person we work with
on a daily basis. A good point to remember is, “Rise Above,” even
when someone or a situation is trying to pull you down. Stay on
the high road. Giving respect always pays off.

Stay safe, productive and growing,
David Hale
President/CEO TTI-FSS

Leg 2 – Listening: A fellow team member brought this up
in a recent training session; listening attentively is an important
part of respect. I agree. We show respect by taking time to listen
closely, and with an open mind, to other points of view. There
is always another side to a story. There is always something
valuable to be learned.
Leg 3 – Learning: We all have the capacity to learn more.
By showing respect and listening attentively, you will certainly
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TTI-FSS Increases Visibility and
Markets at Industry Events
2019 American Petroleum Institute (API) Storage Tank Conference & Expo
October 16-17, 2019 • Westin Denver Downtown, Denver, CO

To receive your print copy of our quarterly newsletter,
please send an email to either of the two contacts shown
on the Contact page of our website. For an electronic
copy, visit www.tti-fss.com go to the NEWS page, and find
the English or Spanish version in the hyperlinks.

2019 International Aboveground Storage Tank Conference & Trade Show
National Institute of Storage Tank Management (NISTM)
December 10-11, 2019 • The Woodlands Waterway Marriott, The Woodlands, TX
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WORK SMARTER, NOT HARDER
The success of TTI-FSS is determined by our single greatest
asset—our highly skilled, talented, and dedicated people. It is
for this reason that TTI-FSS is committed to the long-term
development and success of each and every one of our employees,
with a company goal of providing the best training and right tools
to perform their jobs as safely and efficiently as possible.
On the job training is one of the best ways to develop skilled
craftsmen. TTI-FSS encourages superintendents to take the time
to train employees in our protocols and on our equipment. In doing
so, employees will not only be more versatile and valuable, but the
training will result in better overall safety, quality, production and
job satisfaction.
A good example of this is our employment of the Automatic Girth
Welder (AGW) and the LT-7 on tank construction. At one time,
this was new equipment that required training.
There are many tools that allow a tank builder to perform
construction operations more efficiently, but none more than the
AGW and the LT-7.

Automatic Girth Welder
both sides of the weld joint. Use of the AGW increases productivity
nearly ten-fold as opposed to manual welding, with the additional
benefit of improved weld quality.

The girth welder is an automatic welding machine that straddles
the tank plate and is used to complete horizontal weld joints. It’s
typically used in a single or double-sided configuration. In the
single sided configuration one operator is required, and welding
on one side of the joint occurs. In the double-sided configuration,
two operators are required and welding occurs simultaneously on

Ongoing training on protocols, safety procedures, and advanced
equipment will continue to make us all better at our jobs and help
us to complete projects safely and efficiently.

SAFETY TRAINING & COORDINATION GUIDED
A SUCCESSFUL CRITICAL LIFT PLAN
Our TTI-FSS team fabricated two counterweight boxes for
use in bascule bridges for the city of Miami. The construction
was labor intensive with several teams working around the
clock, measuring, cutting, grinding and welding to precise
quality control specifications. Stringent safety protocols and
job assignments were employed throughout the process to
ensure that every person involved understood their roles and
responsibilities.

each crewmember completed formal safety fall protection
and confined space training to ensure compliance with our
TTI-FSS safety policies and procedures.
During the intense heat and rain of July, multiple teams
coordinated and executed our formal Critical Lift safety plan to
move the 300,000 lbs. (150-ton) box outside of Port North Bay.
As defined, “a critical lift plan” is a written procedure to provide
guidance for a controlled lift with more than one crane that
exceeds 75% of the rated capacity of the configuration. Therefore,
once the counterweight box was in position, we employed the
two cranes on each side with engineered rigging equipment to
rotate the box 90 degrees.

Because we used various means to access elevated work areas,
including ladders, scissor lifts and aerial lifts, numerous
safety measures included briefings on the associated hazards
of working in confined spaces, fall protection procedures, and
the proper and appropriate use of body harnesses and lanyards
connected to multiple lifelines. Prior to beginning the project,

The entire lift went as designed with zero issues.
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
EXPANDING THE DIESEL AND GASOLINE
FUEL BUSINESS IN EL SALVADOR

The threat of Hurricane Dorian during this project
reminds us to be ever vigilant for on the job dangers as
well as for those posed by our environment. At every
job, TTI-FSS ensures that all employees understand the
environmental risks that can be involved at each site, and
routinely trains them to be aware of the potential risks.
With jobs being developed in areas where earthquakes,
strong winds, hurricanes, snow, heat and other elements
can play a critical part in their lives, TTI-FSS is continually
updating plans and ensuring that each employee
understands the risks. Superintendents have the last word
on decision making if an environmental event occurs.

TTI-FSS is in the final stages of delivering two 75,000 bbls.
storage tanks and associated pipelines to a facility in El Salvador,
greatly expanding their current storage capacity.
Aside from fabricating and erecting the two tanks, work
by TTI-FSS international crews included installing
internal floating roofs, pipelines to receive products by
ship, pipelines to serve truck loading racks, and safety
equipment, including firefighting pipelines for water,
monitors, cooling protection, and foam chambers.
The new tanks will be ready for their first fuel fill by
mid-October.

Final paint being applied to two 75,000 bbls. fuel tanks
Three 36’ D x 32’ H storage tanks under construction

TTI-FSS BUILDS NEW FUEL CAPACITY IN TURKS &
CAICOS

PROVIDING ASSISTANCE IN THE
WAKE OF DORIAN

TTI-FSS has been hired to develop a fast-track project
building three similar tanks, to store fuel on one of the
Turks & Caicos islands. The work is proceeding swiftly,
though was halted briefly due to preparations for Hurricane
Dorian, which fortunately spared the island. The work is
being performed by a TTI-FSS international crew and
a U.S. Superintendent, and with no safety incidents, is
expected to be completed on time and on budget.

Our thoughts, and more importantly our resources, go out
to our friends in the Bahamas who were hit by Hurricane
Dorian, a devastating Category 5 storm. Many people lost
their lives and hundreds remain missing. Thousands of
people have lost their homes, businesses and so much more.
As a viable partner to many Bahamian businesses, TTI-FSS
is assisting where we can, with crews and equipment.
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
IMPROVING POWER PLANT FUEL STORAGE

an expedited timeframe, with no safety incidents, by our
TTI-FSS international crew and U.S. Superintendent.

In Grand Cayman, an old fuel storage tank and
corresponding foundation were demolished as part INCREASING CLEAN FUEL PRODUCT
of a project to make room for a new 15,000 bbls. tank STORAGE IN BAHAMAS
constructed to the latest API 650 standards.
TTI-FSS recently finalized the construction of a 58’
diameter x 40’ high fuel storage tank at a fuel terminal in
Nassau, Bahamas. The tank will be used for storing clean
petroleum products, giving this fuel terminal an increased
capacity to help manage the Bahamas’ fuel market.

Storage tank for diesel to fuel electric generators.

Designed with consideration
to unique site conditions,
the new tank has additional
protection at the lower side,
bottom that make it highly
resistant to corrosion. It also
has advanced controls such
as electronic stock control
monitoring.

Diesel or gasoline storage tank with a storage capacity
of 18,800 bbls.

The location of the tank, and the risks involved while
working in an active fuel terminal, made this project one
that required close monitoring. The TTI-FSS international
crew and U.S. Superintendent exercised the highest-level
safety protocols and maintained constant communication
with the Terminal Manager on all activities taking place at
the fuel facility.

The work was completed
on time and on budget in
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MANTIS CRANE ADDS SAFETY, FLEXIBILITY
& EFFICIENCY ON DIFFICULT TERRAIN
In an effort to improve safety, efficiency, and flexibility for our
field division, TTI-FSS recently purchased a Tadano Mantis 6010
hydraulic crawler crane, which moves on tracks in lieu of tires.
The versatile Mantis crane track design adapts well to rugged
and uneven site conditions, and the functionality can be trusted
on slick ground while providing true 30-ton lifting capabilities.
A telescopic boom offers quick setup and precision, while easily
maneuvering heavy loads at extreme heights. The compact
dimensions of the crane, and the tracks, which are able to extend
and retract, allow it to move around the job site with ease. The
Mantis is also capable of accessing the interior of a tank through
a 10’x10’ door sheet.
The Mantis allows the operator to pick up and move with heavy
shell plates. A traditional rough terrain crane requires crane mats
and outriggers to be set up prior to lifting. Eliminating the mats
and outriggers allows our crew to work safely and efficiently while
decreasing erection time of a single tank course.

Utilization of this new Mantis Crane increased productivity and efficiency
on a five-tank expansion project that TTI-FFS recently completed in
Natchez, MS, even with the severely wet and muddy conditions.

CAREFULLY ENGINEERED LIFT PLAN LEADS TO SUCCESS
On July 30th a TTI-FSS field team, led by Jeff Horn, successfully
lifted and set a digester cover weighing just over 106,000 lbs. This
project was completed by an 800-ton crane lifting the digester
cover from twelve places and rotating it approximately 180° into
place. The digester cover came off the supports with no visible
distortion and was smoothly rotated and set down on top of the
tank. The client congratulated our field crew for accomplishing
this feat safely, efficiently, and on time. A carefully engineered
lift plan and a great field crew erecting the digester covers led to
a safe lift and a satisfied client.

SPARKS & REMARKS NEWSLETTER
DISCLAIMER

related action on the part of the reader. The purpose of this
newsletter is to help build pride in accomplishment, a sense
of team, and an esprit de corps among our employees, our
partners and our clients. In reading this newsletter you
agree to enjoy it for entertainment and enlightenment only
and expect nothing tangible or intangible as a result and
will take no specific actions based solely on the information
it contains.

Sparks & Remarks is an employee written newsletter
for TTI-FSS employees, clients and for anyone with
a general interest in the public works of Tampa TankFlorida Structural Steel. The information contained in
this newsletter is not intended to advise, advocate, endorse,
champion or promote any specific safety or construction
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SIX TANKS, TWO CITIES, ONE GREAT CLIENT
TTI-FSS recently completed the design, fabrication, and
erection of six API 650 tanks for two separate expansion
projects, one in Natchez, MS and the other in Spartanburg,
SC, both for another one of our great clients. Receiving refined
product from barges off the Mississippi River, the Greenfield
Fuel Terminal in Natchez will have 130 bbls. of bulk storage
and a truck loading rack for shipping. The Greenfield Terminal
in Spartanburg will receive product by rail and include a truck
loading rack for shipping.

Diesel Tank. The field superintendent and his crew extended
a helping hand by building one 15,000 bbls. Premium Gasoline
Tank.
Once the superintendent and crew completed the Premium
Gasoline Tank in Natchez, they mobilized to Spartanburg and
completed the construction of one 40,000 bbls. Ethanol Tank.
Both projects were completed safely, on schedule, and under
budget. All TTI-FSS employees who were a part of these
projects should be very proud of their performance.

The TTI-FSS shops did a great job fabricating all of the tank
materials. The field superintendent and his crew led the charge
for this project. He and his crew built one 40,000 bbls. Regular
Gasoline Tank, one 40,000 bbls. Ultra Low Sulphur Diesel
Tank, one 30,000 bbls. Ethanol Tank and one 5,000 bbls. Bio-

Our customer is extremely happy with the exceptional TTI-FSS
safety standards, as well as by the quality, professionalism and
timeliness in which the projects were completed.

Natchez, Mississippi

Spartanburg, SC

225,989 HOURS WITH NO DAYS AWAY FROM WORK INCIDENTS
Taking into consideration that all of the work done by TTI-FSS
crews is in third party locations, many outside the U.S., it
becomes a challenge to maintain a good safety record while
trying to adapt to our customers’ safety protocols and adhering
to the TTI-FSS Safety Manual.

TTI-FSS 2019 (Jan - Jul) HOURS WORKED

TOTAL

225,989

OTHER CARIBBEAN & CA

59,319

BAHAMAS

40,116

STATIA

96,847

US

29,707

In instances where our customers stipulate safety protocols for
a specific activity, TTI-FSS adopts the procedures that are the
safest.
50,000

100,000

150,000

200,000

We have a great commitment to maintain a healthy safety
record. This is why TTI-FSS crews train periodically on
various circumstances that mimic real, on-the-job situations.

250,000

The first seven month of 2019, TTI-FSS crews and staff logged
225,989 hours with no Days Away From Work incidents.
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TTI-FSS TEAM TALK
Safety Stars
CONGRATULATIONS AND THANK YOU
OSCAR RICO
Oscar was awarded a safety
star for his quick reaction to an
incident involving fellow worker,
Adrian Medina. When Oscar
noticed that Adrian’s shirt had
ignited, Oscar moved quickly
to Adrian’s aid. He assisted in
removing Adrian’s shirt and
extinguishing the fire. Oscar’s
quick thinking prevented a serious injury from occurring.
This is a great example of looking out for fellow
employees, while being safety alert.
CONGRATULATIONS AND THANK YOU
PAUL HAACK
When Paul noticed an open
electrical junction box, with
exposed wires that lead to
overhead lighting, he contacted
maintenance immediately. The
exposed wires were located in
a potentially “wet area” near
the South Port bathrooms.
Thanks to his observant and
responsible actions, the wires were fixed and the threat of
electrocution eliminated.
CONGRATULATIONS AND THANK YOU
ROBERT WININGER AND WILLIAM MORGAN
In the process
of taking Fall
Protection
Training, Robert
and William
learned the
OSHA defined
requirements for the covering of open holes and other
associated hazards. Upon returning to work, they noticed
a potentially dangerous infraction, and brought it to the

attention of Safety to resolve the issue. Their training,
observation and action has helped create a safer work
environment that meets to OSHA standards.
CONGRATULATIONS AND THANK YOU
CRAIG BAKER
While going about his workday, Craig noted a strong
presence of propane gas in Bay-4 of the Adamo Facility.
He immediately alerted his supervisor, and upon further
investigation, a sizeable hole was found in gas line. Craig’s
actions prevented what could have been an extremely
dangerous fire hazard.
CONGRATULATIONS AND THANK YOU
MIKE SCOTT
Mike was beveling plate in Bay
1 when his quick connect began
to leak and sparked a torch-line
fire from his burn slag. Mike
reacted with cool thinking,
quickly turning off the source
before anyone was hurt. Thanks
to Mike’s keen eye and actions,
safety was restored.
CONGRATULATIONS AND THANK YOU
AUSTIN BERBERAT
A bent bridge bumper on the
northwest side of Bay-4, Crane-2
had caused the crane’s bumper to
dig into a drainpipe with every
pass. As a result, the deep cut into
the pipe allowed water to pour
into the shop when it rained.
Austin noticed the problem and
took the time to find the cause.
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